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Physical 
 Mon pm dancing 
 Thurs am SHINE PE 

4 sessions tennis 
Forest School sessions 
 

Giant movements, Cutting and sticking leaves for display, Joining materials by sewing/weaving, split pins, tape etc. 
Digging, Play dough worms, Travelling like a worm 
Use balance bikes, scooters, Use lie on trolleys and gym balls to develop core 
Keep a balloon off the ground, Fly a carrier bag kite 
Make frog movements, Travelling like a frog, 
Build a ‘boat’ out of big blocks, ‘5 Little Speckled Frogs’ 
Play dough/clay to make fish/shells, Paint a fish 
Ongoing Skills to develop in the EYFS to develop hand and finger strength and fine motor skills: 

3D modelling, modelling malleable materials, moulding, squeezing, pinching, poking, rolling, flattening, smoothing, folding, 
bending, crushing 
threading, knotting, cutting, handling scissors safely 
joining components in many ways: gluing, sewing, sticky taping, stapling, tying 
scooping, pouring, sprinkling, shaking, balancing, tearing 
 
Outdoor physical skills, climbing, balancing, jumping, fine motor skills with Forest crafts 
Tennis skills – running, stopping, balancing, hitting 
SHINE – gross motor skills 
Yoga  

Personal, Social & Emotional Development  
 
Core Value – Hope    Courage 
Care for plants     Mini beast hunt using magnifying glasses 
Role play – Giant’s Castle     Care for animals  
Feelings – e.g. Jack nervous, scared   The Very Busy Spider (Eric Carle) 
Explore inside and out    Care of chickens/duck eggs 

Respect/Responsibility   Justice 
Hand washing, hygiene,    The Bad Tempered Ladybird 
Care of hearing aids     Bubble fun 
And CI e.g. cleaning, checking etc.  Wisdom 
Explore the learning environment –  Water safety 
Digging a flower/ vegetable patch,  Need water for life 
safety of large tools    Boats from around the world 
Compassion     Music & Movement 
Water in different cultures and religions 
The Rainbow Fish (Marcus Pfister) 
Water play – warm day paddling pool 

 
 

Links to Core Values 
 

 Wisdom - Relate to keeping safe 
with water. 

 Justice - Relate to being fair and 
taking turns. 

 Hope - Seeds and plants will 
grow. 

 Courage - Relate to keep trying, 
perseverance – The Very Busy 
Spider (Eric Carle).  

 Respect/Responsibility - Link to 
caring for plants, animals and 
minibeasts. 

 Compassion - Link to Rainbow 
Fish and sharing. 

 
 

Overall Themes 
Phase One Jack and the 
Beanstalk 
Phase Two   Underground 
Phase Three On the Ground 
Phase Four Air 
Phase Five On the Water 
Phase Six Under the Water 

Poetry Week 
Health/Science and Wellbeing 
week 
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Expressive Arts and Design 
Weekly Mon pm dance 
  Wed pm Taiko Drumming 
  Fri pm signed singing 
Listen to music suitable for ‘giant’ movements 
Create some giant music and move to different drum beats 
String prints, Making seed shakers/Using/playing seed shakers 
Make a mini garden 
Painting minibeast picture,  
Minibeast crafts, e.g. egg box spiders on webs, Play dough/clay 
creatures 
Bubble painting/printing, Make a carrier bag kite 
Creating 2D/3D chick or tadpole, Transport role play 
Water tray play – pipes and tubes, vehicles 
Create fish/mobile/ collage/ clay figure 
Under the Sea small world play/ sand sculptures 
Making boats Develop representational drawings,  
 

Literacy 

Jack & the Beanstalk story – look at the book,  
What can we tell from the pictures, sequence events? 
Answer simple questions e.g. what is happening, how does Jack feel, why 
has he chopped stalk etc. 
Discuss information/ story books . ‘Jasper’s Beanstalk’ cf ‘Grow a Bean’ 
Look at books about minibeasts, ask and answer very simple questions 
with support 
Make simple observational drawings about what has been seen, e.g. on 
minibeasts hunt, favourite minibeast from book. 
The Blue Balloon (Mick Inkpen) record what you might see 
Role play area – incidental writing, Travel brochures, timetables 
Mr Gumpy’s Outing, sequence, role play   
Mark making 
Write names, simple captions, short sentences with support. 
Exposure to and develop awareness of BSL and English poetry 
Look at and retell simple Rigby Star lilac books   
 

Communication and Language 
Poetry Week 
Attend the story of Jack and the Beanstalk – explore the story in sign/English 
Retell bits, via drama, remember what happens next etc. 
Simple sequencing work 
Discuss need for hygiene when digging, Plan activities and indicate what they would like to do, with? 
Give simple review at end of activity e.g. when show work, review time, assembly, ask other adult in room to discuss work done 

Talk about what is in the air, planes, birds etc. 
Retell stories, e.g. Rainbow Fish 

Develop awareness of BSL and English Poetry 
Perform in Eisteddfod 
Express themselves effectively, showing awareness of listeners’ needs. 
Develop the language to express how we feel 
Develop the language of play 
Ask and answer simple questions - What? Where? Who? 
Plan, do, review play and activities 
Positional language 
Develop spoken vocab and representational sounds, e.g. animal/transport noises 
Develop core of vocab/ signed spoken phrases 
Develop the language of play 
Continue lotto games and ‘Quack Quack’ to develop oral/aural skills 
SALT targets 
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Mathematics 
 
Estimating and counting beans, Beanstalks – shapes and sizes 
Giant – counting/playing with money  
Measuring - length/height 
Sorting, stacking and sizing flower pots 
Counting minibeast legs, sorting different creatures 
Shape – patterns 
Shape pictures - mini-beasts 
Ladybird game, honey tree game - matching numbers of set,  
Language of addition and simple accumulative adding on 
Weighing 
Bubble – pattern/printing  
Counting bubbles, Time – how long before bubbles burst 
Build wooden block tower.  How high can you go? (CLS) 
Measure – capacity (water and sand) 
5 Little Speckled Frogs, Counting ‘frog jumps’ 
Using the language for taking away/left  
Sorting/counting shells and fish (CLS) 
Positional language through small world play 
Number songs e.g. ‘12345’ 
Money 
 
Introduce the language of addition and subtraction  
One more and one less 
Developing an awareness of numicon shapes 
Counting and recognising numicon 1-5/10/20  
Play snakes and ladders to introduce concept of larger numbers 
Number inset puzzles, matching set to model/number card 
Counting a set and counting out a number 
Sorting shapes by simple criteria, e.g. colour, shape 
Create and follow simple repeated patterns 
Use shapes to create patterns and structures 
Begin to understand the school routine and set times within in it 
Days of the week 
Change over time – tadpoles/ chicks/caterpillars 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Understanding of the World 
 
Diary of the growth of a seed 
Plant beans and other seeds 
Digging in patch of garden (CLS) 
Peat in sand tray dry/wet, flower pots, garden tools 
Mini beast hunt 
Butterfly garden, mirrors, symmetry 
Bubbles 
Sand mounds (watering can ‘rain’) 
Places where water is found 
Floating and sinking 
Investigate what happens to things in water 
 
Life Cycles – duck, caterpillar 
Care of living things – looking after hens, duck, caterpillars, plants 
Respect for the environment 
Forest School 
Science, Health and wellbeing week 
 

RE  
Unit 6: How should we live our lives?        
 
How  does what I do affect other people? 
(Feelings, how to be a good friend) 
What rules and codes of behaviour help me know what to do? 
(School Golden Rules, Language of Play, sharing space and 
resources, turn taking) 
What values are important to me, and how  can I show them 
in how  I live?  
(Fairness, honesty, forgiveness, kindness,) 
How  do some stories from religions and beliefs and the 
example set by some people show  me what to do? 
(Rainbow Fish sharing scales) 


